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unknown and hidden in the mist. The side of the mountain was
frightfully steep here and required great care in going down.
Suddenly the old man stopped at a beautiful little spring in the
almost perpendicular bank, pulled out his tumbler and gave me
a draught of the clear sparkling water, much colder than the water
from the spring of Dysyni. About the spring the grass grew
brilliant green and there was a long winding riband of bright green
where the waters overflowing from the spring trickled down through
the grass stems to feed the lake at which the foxes drink just below.
Next we came to a broad belt of loose rocks lying close together
which the guide cautioned me to beware of and not without reason
saying they were as slippery as glass and that a sprained ancle was
an awkward thing on the mountain. Down, down and out of the
cloud into sunshine, all the hills below and the valleys were bathed
in glorious sunshine — a wonderful and dazzling sight. Above and
hanging overhead the vast black precipices towered and loomed
through the clouds, and fast as we went down the mist followed
faster and presently all the lovely sunny landscape was shrouded
in a white winding sheet of rain. The path was all loose shale and
stone and so steep that planting our alpenstocks from behind and
4 leaning back upon them Alpine fashion we glissaded with a general
landslip, rush and rattle of shale and shingle down to the shore of
the Foxes' Lake. The parsley fern grew in sheets of brilliant green
among the grey shale and in the descent we passed the largest
basaltic columns of all protruding from the mountain side. In the
clefts and angles of the huge grey tower columns grew beautiful
tufts and bunches of parsley fern. We passed another lake and after
some rough scrambling walking over broken ground at the moun-
tain foot we came back into the turnpike road at the lake that we
had passed in the morning. As we entered Dolgelly the old man
said, 'You're a splendid walker, Sir', a compliment which procured
him a glass of brandy and water.
[The diarist and his father continue their tour.]
Friday, i6June
As we crossed the bridge [at Bangor] and were approaching the
Anglesey shore we overtook a quaint humorous old man with
a tall white hat, a merry twinkle in his eye, and a huge cancer in Kis

